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These instruments are typically calibrated using saturated is especially common when organisms are recovered at
salt solutions at 25°, as listed in Table 3. atypically high rates or in numbers that exceed recom-

mended levels for specific categories of products. Addition-
ally, microbial identification is useful in aseptic processingTable 3. Standard Saturated Salt Solutions Used to Calibrate
and is necessary where sterility test positives have occurredWater Activity Determination Instruments
and in the assessment of contamination recovered from

Saturated Salt Solutions ERH (%) aW failed aseptic process simulations, i.e., media fills.
Potassium sulfate (K2SO4) 97.3 0.973 Microbiological identification systems are based on differ-

ent analytical methodologies, and limitations may be inher-Barium chloride (BaCl2) 90.2 0.902
ent to the method and/or arise from database limitations.Sodium chloride (NaCl) 75.3 0.753
Identification is accomplished by matching characteristicsMagnesium nitrate [Mg(NO3)2] 52.9 0.529 (genotypic and/or phenotypic) to an established standard

Magnesium chloride (MgCl2) 32.8 0.328 (reference) organism such as a type strain. If a microorga-
nism is not included in the database it will not be identified,
so manufacturers should review the breadth of the database
of the identification system they plan to use and its applica-
bility to their needs. Users should consider which microbio-
logical identification system(s) is (are) most applicable to
their requirements. Bearing in mind both these limitations
and the level of identification required (genus, species,
strain), users also must select the appropriate technology toAdd the following:
use in routine microbiological identification testing.

The need for microbial identification is specifically cited in
USP general test chapter Microbiological Examination of Non-▲〈1113〉 MICROBIAL sterile Products: Tests for Specified Microorganisms 〈62〉. This
chapter indicates a requirement for confirmatory identifica-CHARACTERIZATION, tion tests for organisms that grow on selective or diagnostic
media and demonstrate defined morphological characteris-IDENTIFICATION, AND STRAIN tics. Also, USP general test chapter Sterility Tests 〈71〉 allows
for invalidation of the test, if after identification of the mi-TYPING croorganisms isolated from the test, the growth of this (or
these) species may be unequivocally ascribed to faults with
respect to the material and/or the technique used in con-
ducting the sterility test procedure. USP general information
chapter Microbiological Evaluation of Clean Rooms and OtherINTRODUCTION Controlled Environments 〈1116〉 recommends that microbial
isolates be identified at a rate sufficient to support the envi-Microorganisms, if detected in drug substances, excipi- ronmental monitoring program.ents, water for pharmaceutical use, the manufacturing envi-

ronment, intermediates, and finished drug products, typi-
cally undergo characterization. This may include  ISOLATION OF PURE CULTURES
identification and strain typing, as appropriate. [NOTE—A
Glossary of Terms is provided at the end of this chapter.] The first step in identification is to isolate a pure culture
Routine characterization of microorganisms may include the for analysis. This is typically accomplished by successive
determination of colony morphology, cellular morphology streaking of the colony of interest in a quadrant pattern on
(rods, cocci, cell groupings, modes of sporulation, etc.), appropriate general microbiological solid media with the ob-
Gram reaction or other differential staining techniques, and jective of obtaining discreet colonies that usually yield pure
certain key biochemical reactions (e.g., oxidase, catalase, cultures. This technique also allows phenotypic expression
and coagulase activity) that can be diagnostic. Microbial and growth of sufficient inoculum for succeeding identifica-
characterization to this level is sufficient for many risk-assess- tion procedures. Analysts should recognize that expression
ment purposes in nonsterile pharmaceutical manufacturing of the microbial phenotype (i.e., cell size and shape, sporu-
operations and in some sterile product manufacturing lation, cellular composition, antigenicity, biochemical activ-
environments. ity, and sensitivity to antimicrobial agents) may be affected

In some cases a more definitive identification of the mi- by isolate origins, media selection, and growth conditions
croorganisms yields genus- and species-level identification. (see Table 1). Therefore, the preparatory media for identifi-
Beyond this, available methodologies can perform strain- cation and the number of subcultures may affect the results
level identification, which can be useful in an investigation of phenotype identification methods.
to determine the source of the microorganism. Identification

Table 1. Phenotypic Characteristics Used in Microbial Taxonomy

Categories Characteristics
Culture Colony morphology, colony color, shape and size, pigment production
Morphological Cellular morphology, cell size, cell shape, flagella type, reserve material, Gram reaction,

spore and acid-fast staining, mode of sporulation
Physiological Oxygen tolerance, pH range, temperature optimum and range, salinity tolerance
Biochemical Carbon utilization, carbohydrate oxidation or fermentation, enzyme patterns
Inhibition Bile salt-tolerance, antibiotic susceptibility, dye tolerance
Serological Agglutination, fluorescent antibody
Chemo-taxonomic Fatty acid profile, microbial toxins, whole cell composition
Ecological Origin of the organism
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Table 2. Genotypic/Phylogenetic Characteristics That Can Be Used in Microbial Taxonomy

Categories Characteristics
Genotypic DNA base ratio (G + C content), restriction fragment patterns, and DNA probes
Phylogenetic DNA–DNA hybridization, and 16S and 23S rRNA sequences
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In contrast, the microbial genotype generally is well con- tures may give Gram-variable reactions. Using too much de-
served and unaffected by cultural conditions. Therefore, colorizer could result in a false Gram-negative result, and
once the isolation of a pure, monoclonal colony is assured, not using enough decolorizer may yield a false Gram-posi-
the microorganism may be analyzed without concern over tive result. One variation that has advantages in some situa-
the most recent growth media or the viability of the isolate. tions is to perform a methanol, rather than heat, fixation of
Table 2 lists genotypic characteristics that can be the bacterial smear. In some cases alcohol fixation may give
determined. more consistent Gram stain results. In either method a

Bacterial taxonomy as described in Bergey’s Manual of Sys- Gram-positive and a Gram-negative control should be in-
tematic Bacteriology (Bergey’s Manual)1 is at present accom- cluded to allow identification of errors in staining. Because
plished by comparative analysis of genetic material. When the Gram-staining reaction must be read under a micro-
the DNA from an unknown organism is compared to the scope, cellular morphology can be simultaneously
DNA from a known organism, the degree of relatedness can ascertained.
be determined. Genotypic identification (Table 2) is accom-
plished through the use of DNA hybridization, restriction

Spore Stainingfragment pattern comparisons, and/or DNA probes. For ex-
ample, greater than 70% relatedness with DNA–DNA hy-

Spore staining can be accomplished using a malachitebridization indicates the organisms are the same species.
green stain for bacterial spores. A positive control should bePhylogenetic analysis (Table 2) is typically performed by
included to allow identification of errors in spore staining.comparing the base sequence of a portion of the 16S

ribosomal RNA gene for bacteria, or the 23S ribosomal RNA
gene for fungi. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is used to Biochemical Screeningamplify these genes, and the amplified region is then iso-
lated and base sequenced using an electrophoretic or dide- Key biochemical screening tests include (1) the oxidaseoxy chain termination method. Comparisons can be made test to separate Gram-negative, rod-shaped bacteria intousing validated proprietary databases or those that are pub- nonfermenters (oxidase positive) and enteric (oxidase nega-licly available. [CAUTION: Publicly available databases may tive) bacteria, (2) the catalase test to separate Staphylococcinot be validated]. (catalase positive) from Streptococci (catalase negative), and

(3) the coagulase test to separate Staphylococci into coagu-
lase negative (presumptively nonpathogenic) and coagulasePRIMARY SCREENING AND
positive (more likely pathogenic) Staphylococci.CHARACTERIZATION For many types of investigations and routine surveying of
manufacturing environmental bioburden, these few testsMicroorganisms isolated on compendial media from sam- can provide sufficient information for ongoing evaluation.ples of pharmaceutical ingredients, water for pharmaceutical However, when circumstances dictate greater in-depth as-use, the manufacturing environment, intermediates, and fin- sessment, identification to the genus, species, or strain levelished products may be physiologically stressed. The microor- can yield valuable insights about the nature and source ofganisms will pass from a metabolic state suitable for survival environmental bioburden. Also, microbial identification tounder adverse ambient conditions to culture conditions that the species and even strain level can be critical in assessingare far richer nutritionally and are at an optimal incubation and mitigating risk from microbial contamination.temperature. This transition can be managed by careful

handling of the isolates. In preparation for identification, in-
dividual representative colonies from the primary isolation MICROBIAL IDENTIFICATION BY
media are streaked for monoclonal colonies onto solid me- PHENOTYPIC METHODS
dia as described above. The first step is to determine the
Gram reaction, cellular morphology, and in some cases di- Phenotypic methods use expressed gene products to dis-
agnostic biochemical reactions of the bacteria isolates. This tinguish among different microorganisms. Generally, these
is a critical step for many phenotypic identification schemes. require a relatively large number of cells in pure, monoclo-
If the wrong characteristics are assigned to an isolate, subse- nal culture. Recovery and growth methods for microbial
quent testing may be conducted using the wrong microbial enumeration and identification are limited by the length of
identification kit, resulting in an incorrect result. Several incubation and the fact that many organisms present in the
common preliminary screening tests are described below. environment are not recovered by general microbiological

growth media. Additionally, freshly isolated, stressed micro-
organisms by subculture from primary recovery may not re-Gram Staining sult in a full expression of phenotypic properties. However,
methods based on carbon utilization and biochemical reac-Gram staining methods include the four-step method: tion, as well as fatty acid profiles by gas–liquid chromatogra-crystal violet (primary stain), iodine (mordant), alcohol or phy and whole-cell composition by MALDI–TOF mass spec-alcohol–acetone (decolorizer), and safranin (counterstain). In trometry, are always based on inocula development for athe three-step method the decolorization and counterstain- specific identification system. These systems rely on specifieding steps are combined. Under optimal conditions, Gram- culture media and incubation conditions to achieve consis-positive organisms retain the crystal violet stain and appear tent identification. Phenotypic microbial identification meth-blue violet. Gram-negative organisms lose the crystal violet ods are successfully used in food, water, clinical, and phar-stain, so they contain only the counterstain safranin and ap- maceutical microbiological testing laboratories.2 Phenotypicpear red. Some bacteria may be Gram-variable. Common microbial identification methods provide information thatpitfalls in this method are that heat fixation may cause

Gram-positive cells to stain Gram-negative, and older cul- 2 O’Hara, C.M., M.P. Weinstein, and J.M. Miller. Manual and automated sys-
tems for detection and identification of microorganisms. ASM Manual of

1 Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology, 2nd Edition, 2003. Clinical Microbiology, 8th Edition, 2003.
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enables microbiologists to make informed decisions regard- With identification systems, verification of the identity of
ing product risk and to recognize changes in environmental the species should be evaluated and the level of agreement
microflora. In many quality control investigations, pheno- should be considered. Typically greater than 90% agree-
typic identification alone is sufficient and will enable scien- ment can be achieved with samples of microorganisms that
tists to conduct a thorough investigation and to recom- are appropriate for the identification system. Groups of or-
mend appropriate corrective actions as needed. ganisms that are challenging to identify (e.g., nonferment-

ing bacteria, corynebacteria, and coagulase-negative Staphy-
lococci) may be included, when appropriate, in theMICROBIAL IDENTIFICATION BY verification process but may yield lower levels of agreement.

GENOTYPIC METHODS The hierarchy of microbial identification errors in descend-
ing order of impact is (1) misidentification to genera, (2)

Genotypic microbial identification methods are theoreti- misidentification to species, and (3) no identification. Mis-
cally more reliable because nucleic acid sequences are highly identification could lead to inappropriate corrective and pre-
conserved in most microbial species. Applicable genotypic ventive actions and product disposition.
methods include DNA–DNA hybridization, PCR, 16S and A microbial identification system may not be able to iden-
23S rRNA sequencing, multilocus sequence typing (MLST), tify an isolate because the organism is not included in the
pyrosequencing, DNA probes, and analytical ribotyping. database, the system parameters are not sufficiently compre-
These methods can be technically challenging for microbiol- hensive to identify the organism, the isolate may be
ogists. They also require more expensive analytical equip- nonreactive in the system, or the species may not have
ment and supplies. Often these analyses are conducted by been taxonomically described. Such isolates can be sent to
contract laboratories, government laboratories, universities, the supplier of the microbial identification system for addi-
research institutes, or specialized laboratories within indus- tional study and, if appropriate, added to the database. Al-
trial firms. Therefore, the use of genotypic identification ternatively, genotypic identification tests can be conducted,
methods is typically limited to critical microbiological inves- and the species can be added to an in-house database. Mis-
tigations such as product failure investigations. Further, if identification is more difficult to determine, but any micro-
strain-level identification is done in the course of an investi- bial identification should be reviewed for reasonableness in
gation, analysts must ensure that the method is appropriate. terms of the microorganism’s morphology, physiological re-

DNA sequencing of the first 500 base pairs of the 16S quirements, and source of isolation. Organisms identified
rRNA sequence is useful for identification to the species level only to genus may be common for the numerous
but may not provide sufficient power to resolve among nonpathogenic species of Staphylococcus, Corynebacterium
closely related species or strains of the same species. In con- (and other small pleomorphic Gram-positive rods), and
trast, Southern hybridization of restriction endonuclease di- Micrococcus.
gests is powerful and can be effective in demonstrating dif- The most important verification tests are accuracy and re-
ferences between two strains. If the banding patterns producibility. These measurements can be defined as
appear identical, this shows only that restriction endonucle- follows:
ase has similar cleavage sites in that region of the two or- Accuracy % = (Number of correct results/Total number
ganisms. Demonstration that the two organisms are the of results) × 100
same should include two or more different restriction en- Reproducibility % = (Number of correct results in agree-
donuclease digests, each of which yields bands in the area ment/Total number of results) × 100
of interest. All bands from the two organisms must be The user should establish suitable acceptance criteria for
identical. accuracy and reproducibility, taking into account method

In contrast to microbial identification, nucleic acid-based capability.
methods can be used to screen for specific microorganisms. Other measurements are sensitivity, specificity, and posi-
The steps associated with this activity are sample collection, tive and negative predictive value. These measurements are
nucleic acid extraction, target amplification, hybridization, best illustrated by an example. A clinical microbiology labo-
and detection. The problem of amplifying DNA from non- ratory compared the frequency of isolation of a DNA hybrid-
viable bacterial cells can be overcome by using reverse tran- ization probe to a culture method for the sexually transmit-
scription to convert rRNA that is transitional, hence related ted bacterium Neisseria gonorrhaeae.3 The frequency of
to viability, to DNA for PCR amplification. Issues include the isolation from clinical specimens was historically 10%. The
detection of microbial variants, limits of detection, matrix lab ran 100 split samples, and the results are presented in
effects, positive cutoff verification, instrument and system Table 3.
carry-over, diagnostic accuracy, and reproducibility.

Table 3. Comparison of the Distribution of Negative and Posi-
VERIFICATION OF MICROBIAL tive Results for the DNA Probe and Culture Methods

IDENTIFICATION METHODS Culture Results
DNA Probe Results Positive Negative

Microbial identification tests include serological tests,
Positive 9 2chemical reagents, reference organisms, and instrumenta-
Negative 1 88tion. The verification of an identification test system can in-

clude one of the following: (1) using an existing system for Sensitivity = [9/(9 + 1)] × 100 = 90%parallel testing of microbial isolates obtained from routine Specificity = [88/(88 + 2)] × 100 = 97.7%testing (the number of isolates tested may be as high as 50, Positive Predictive Value = [9/(9 + 2)] × 100 = 81.8%and any discrepancies in identification can be arbitrated us- Negative Predictive Value = [88/(88 + 1)] × 100 = 98.9%ing a referee method); (2) testing 12–15 known representa- Note that the positive predictive value (PPV) is not intrin-tive stock cultures of different commonly isolated species for sic to the test; it also depends on the prevalence of thea total of 50 tests; or (3) confirming that 20–50 organism microorganism in clinical samples. PPV is directly propor-identifications, including 15–20 different species, agree with tional to the prevalence of the disease or condition. In thisthe results of a reference laboratory testing of split sample.3 example, if the group of people tested had included aIn each case the appropriate quality control organisms, as higher proportion of people with infection, then the PPVrecommended by the supplier and the compendia, should would probably be higher and the negative predictive valuebe included in the verification process. (NPV) lower. If all persons in the group had infection, the
3 Cumitech 31. Verification and Validation of Procedures in the Clinical Microbi- PPV would be 100% and the NPV 0%. The mathematical
ology Laboratory. Elder, B.L., S.A. Hansen, J.A. Kellogg, F.J. Marsik, and R.J. derivation of these functions is outlined in Table 4.Zabransky, ASM, February 1997.
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Table 4. A Two-Row by Two-Column Contingency Table with Microbial characterization: The use of colony growth,
Respect to the Reference Culture Method and the Alternate cellular morphology, differential staining, and key diagnostic

PCR Method (After ISO 5725-1 and 5725-2 2004)* features to characterize a laboratory isolate for trending and
investigative purposes without identification, e.g,.PCR nonpathogenic Staphylococci.

Culture Positive Negative Sum
Mol %GC: The molecular percentage of

Positive a b guanine–cytosine range within the chromosomal DNA.
True Positive False Negative a + b [NOTE—The %GC + %AT = 100%.]

Negative c d Phylogenetic species: A species consisting of
False Positive True Negative c + d many strains including the type of strain that shares at least

Sum a + c b + d 70% total genome DNA–DNA hybridization and less than 5°
* ISO 5725-1:1994 Accuracy (trueness and precision) of measure- ∆Tm (difference in melting point of the hybrid).
ment methods and results—Part 1: General principles and definitions Polyphasic taxonomy:  Taxonomy that assembles and
and ISO 5725-2:1994 Accuracy (trueness and precision) of measure- assimilates many levels of information from molecular, phys-
ment methods and results—Part 2: Basic methods for the determina- iological, morphological, serological, or ecological sources to
tion of repeatability and reproducibility of standard measurement classify a microorganism.
methods.

Relatedness: The extent of relationship or similarity of
Inclusivity (%) = [a/(a + b)] × 100 two (or more) organisms on a Phylogenetic Tree or a
Exclusivity (%) = [d/(c + d)] × 100 Dendrogram.
Positive Predictivity (%) = [a/(a + c)] × 100 rRNA Sequence: The DNA sequences that encode rRNA
Negative Predictivity (%) = [d/(b + d)] × 100 used in protein synthesis are highly conserved among mi-
Analytical Accuracy (%) = [(a + d)/(a + b + c + d)] × 100 croorganisms of a common ancestry.  They are used to de-
Kappa Index = 2(ad − bc)/[(a + c) × (c + d) + (a + b) × termine the phylogenetic distance between organisms and
(b + d)] are useful in microbial taxonomy and identification.

Strain: A specific isolate of a species that is maintained
in pure culture and is characterized. The type strain is repre-Phylogenetic Considerations
sentative of the species that provides a reference for the
species based on its historic isolation, characterization, andThe second edition of Bergey’s Manual represented a ma-
deposition in recognized culture collections.jor departure from the first edition, and also from the eighth

Strain typing: Strain typing is an integral part of epide-and ninth editions of the Manual of Determinative Bacteriol-
miological investigations in clinical and public healthogy. The organization of content in Bergey’s Manual follows
microbiology. Methods including pulsed-field gel electro-a phylogenetic framework, based on analysis of the nucleo-
phoresis, riboprinting, arbitrarily primed polymerized chaintide sequence of the ribosomal small subunit 16S RNA,
reaction, and whole genome ordered restriction or opticalrather than a phenotypic structure.
mapping can be used to demonstrate that microbial speciesPhylogenetic trees or dendrograms show the closest ge-
are the same strain and most likely are from a commonnetically related organisms. The application of this technol-
source.ogy has resulted in taxonomic revisions and the renaming of
▲USP35some well-known microorganisms; e.g., the fungus A. niger

ATCC 16404 was renamed A. brasiliensis. In general, organ-
isms with relatedness less than or equal to 97% are consid-
ered different genera and those with relatedness less than or
equal to 99% are considered different species,4 but there
are many exceptions to this generalization.

Differences in genotype and phenotype are relatively un-
common, e.g., same or very similar genotype shared by mi-

Change to read:croorganisms with different phenotypes, similar phenotypes
but different genotypes, and microorganisms that are geno-
typically too distant to be the same species or genus. The 〈1116〉 ▲MICROBIOLOGICALconcept of polyphasic taxonomy5 that refers to assembly
and use of many levels of information, e.g., microbial char- CONTROL AND MONITORINGacterization, phenotypic and genotypic data, and origin of
the microorganisms, can be successfully applied to microbial OF ASEPTICidentification. This avoids decisions made solely using geno-
typic data that make no sense when the microbial charac- PROCESSING ENVIRONMENTSteristics, testing history, and source of isolation are
considered.

Microbiologically controlled environments are used for a GLOSSARY OF TERMS
variety of purposes within the healthcare industry. This
general information chapter provides information and rec-Microbial classification: The arrangement of microor- ommendations for environments where the risk of microbialganisms into taxonomic groups based on their similarities contamination is controlled through aseptic processing.and relationships. Products manufactured in such environments include phar-

Microbial identification: The determination of which maceutical sterile products, bulk sterile drug substances,
broad group (e.g., bacteria, yeast, or mold) or narrow sterile intermediates, excipients, and, in certain cases, medi-
group (e.g., genus and/or species) to which a laboratory cal devices. Aseptic processing environments are far more
isolate belongs. critical in terms of patient risk than controlled environments

used for other manufacturing operations—for example,4 J.E. Clarridge III. The Impact of 16S rRNA Gene Sequencing Analysis for
Identification of Bacteria on Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases, equipment and component preparation, limited bioburden
Clin. Microbiol. Rev. 17 (2)  840–862, 2004. control of nonsterile products, and processing of terminally5 Gillis, M., P. Vandamme, P. De Vos, J. Swings and K. Kersters.  Polyphasic sterilized products. In this chapter, the type of aseptic pro-Taxonomy. Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology, 2nd Edition, 2003.

cessing is differentiated by the presence or absence of
human operators. An advanced aseptic process is one in
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